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Abstract—In the last decades, psychological tests have been gaining in popularity as a method used for evaluating personnel and they bring consulting companies solid profits rising by up to 10% each year. The market is offering a growing range of tools for the assessment of personality. Tests are used in organizations mainly in the recruitment and selection of staff. This paper is an attempt to initially diagnose the state of the use of psychological tests in Polish companies on the basis of empirical research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In today's organizations tests, assessing employees are used at two stages, before hiring (if this is an assessment of the candidate for the position) and after employment during the appraisal of employees who pursue careers in the organization. Such assessments are also useful in the search for talent, creating teams of employees, organization's development based on social potential. In the practice of Western countries, the research suggests the growing importance of psychological tests [1]-[3] in a set of tools used for assessment. The effective recruitment of right person for the job is crucial for success of the organization what is very well described by words of Steven Fifield, president of Fifield Cos. Ltd.: “We do $100 million of business a year, but we have only 14 employees. One bad employee can make for a very bad day. Personality fit is very important [4].”

Against the background of the growth trend in popularity of tests, the offer of Polish companies providing support services for employee assessment processes through the use of psychological tests seems to be interesting.

The literature is dominated by articles and books dealing with the importance and application of tests in the employee selection phase, most authors focus their discussion on the problem of using tests for recruitment and selection [5]. Publications on the tests used at the stage of cooperation with the employee are devoted mostly to the assessment of leadership [2], creation of balanced teams, improvement of the communication system between employees and increase in the efficiency and cooperation [1]. The purpose of this paper is to identify the offer of psychological tests in Poland and its evaluation on the background of global trends in the use of psychological tests as well as to present current trends in the selection of specific tests.

In the first part of the paper, a brief overview of the use of psychological tests in organizations based on the literature studies is presented. The second part discusses the assumptions and results of author’s own research. The next part deals with the assessment of the obtained results and identifies directions for the use of tests based on the results obtained.

II. ROLE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS IN ORGANIZATIONS

According to the literature of the subject, the cognitive ability tests and personality tests are mentioned in a range of basic selection techniques [6], and they are more often used than the assessment centre in Poland [7]. At the same time, researchers conclude that the usefulness of psychological tests results from the assessment criteria in the employee selection process, their evaluation, and the creation of task-oriented teams. The criteria for selection are divided into formal, easy to evaluate on the basis of official data (education, qualifications) and content. The content premises are divided into psychological and competence ones [6], both types are difficult to measure without the use of specialised tools objectifying the assessment which are psychological tests (of personality and cognitive competence). Specific selection criteria, by which employers are guided, include: having a general knowledge, knowledge of methods of work planning and organisation, emotional intelligence, agreeableness and leadership skills [7]. Tests and analysis of previous achievements are an objective tool in getting to know these traits. The domestic organisations often limit the way of assessing personality traits to a conversation, carried out by company’s employees with an applicant [8]. This method of personality analysis may raise many objections, even if the interview is conducted by a psychologist. A thorough assessment of personality requires not only knowledge and psychological education, but also specialist preparation in the diagnosis. Errors in inference about the traits of an individual on the basis of a conversation are unavoidable and they are also made by psychologists specialised in the analysis of personality [9].

At the evaluation stage of the workers already employed tests are particularly useful in the process of creating teams, in the selection of individual members of the group on the grounds of a goal or effectiveness. To be effective, team members should complement each other by specialised skills, personality traits, interpersonal skills, etc. In teams with high performance, the employees are bound by highly emotional relationships, they are people with great commitment, enthusiastic about tasks [10]. The enthusiasm and commitment
can be easily pretended in a job interview, a psychological test gives a better chance for reliable information on the subject. Personality tests are also helpful in predicting which relationships between team members will be created, which roles will be adopted by employees. The organisational attention profile should also be among the competences surveyed through psychological tests used in the selection procedure. The organisational attention of employees, especially of the key management personnel, affects the efficiency of the organisation. The measurement of organisational attention in the employee selection, but also at the stage of selection of development methods of employees in managing their resources can be beneficial in building effective teams [11]. Psychological tests are a chance to capture the variables difficult to verify in other ways. Maintaining high standards in human resources management and offering employees a professional development program in the long term are among the criteria for maintaining a competitive advantage in the market. The value of the employee raised by improving their skills and competences, including psychological ones, should be coupled with an appraisal. A personal development plan, career paths, assessment/development centre, 360° method or psychological tests are elements of talent management and human resources management system [12].

Psychological tests have been gaining in popularity as a method of psychological evaluation in managing people and their recruitment in the last decades [13]. There is little in the literature about which tests are used by Polish organisations. The lack of research in this area has contributed to the attempt to fill this gap and build a list of psychological tests used in Polish business.

III. IDENTIFICATION OF THE POLISH MARKET OFFER IN THE USE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS: THE PROBLEM, OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

In Poland, there is a large diversity due to the quality of tests one can encounter in professional situations [14]. The Polish Psychological Association adopts a division of the American Association of tests due to the required competence to use them [15]:

Level A: e.g. tests of professional achievements are tests that do not require knowledge beyond the instructions in the manual, they can be used by administrative staff who are not psychologists.

Level B: These tests require expertise in the field of psychometrics, statistics and research methodology, individual differences, organisational psychology. Tests within this category are mainly tests of general intelligence or interests, used in schools, state institutions and business.

Level C: This category requires a psychologist diploma. The tests belonging to this group are tests carried out individually, tests of intelligence, personality and projection methods.

The need to identify the situation of psychological tests in Polish enterprises leads to the research question: “What psychological tests are used by Polish organisations in the processes of human resource management?”

The aim of the analysis is to build a catalogue of psychological tests used by Polish companies and to identify the most popular ones.

IV. DEFINING POPULATION AND SAMPLE

An increasing number of organisations outsource HR services. In the recruitment, it is up 61% for positions requiring specialised knowledge and 42% when a company wants to hire mid-level manager [6]. Psychological tests are more frequently used in companies benefiting from outsourcing of this area of activity than when companies carry out all the processes of human resource management within its own structure [7], which may be due to the fact that fewer companies directly use the services of a psychologist in relation to companies providing HR services. This situation applies in particular to highly specialised companies, small and medium-sized [16].

In the study, the population is a group of companies providing consultancy services in the field of human resource management as well as recruitment and selection processes. According to the Polish Classification of Business Activities (in Polish PKD) [17], such a profile of the company is classified under Section M ‘consultancy in the scope of conducting business activity and management’ and sub-class 70.2. In turn, companies involved in the recruitment of employees are eligible to the Section N ‘activities related to seeking work places and gaining employees’, sub-class 78.1. It should also be noted that the determination of the exact number of firms in the population is difficult for at least two reasons. Firstly, the number of companies registered under the PKD refers not only to companies which belong to the group interesting from the point of view of the sampling, but also companies providing other services—in section M there is a total of 15 business groups and in section N 19 sub-classes. Secondly, the actual number of active enterprises operating in the industry may be smaller than the number of active entities registered in the REGON register.

In view of the outlined problems in identifying the population, a simplified method of determining the surveyed organisations based on information posted on the Internet was used.

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The study was based on the procedure of obtaining data from the Internet [18], [19]. Its essential steps are to establish key words and a list of websites related to research questions, after prior selection of search results.

The websites were selected using the Google search engine in five searches. The key words that were entered are ‘psychological test’, ‘personal counselling’, ‘psychological tests used in business’, ‘HR services’ as well as ‘hr counselling + psychological tests’. The results of searches of 20 July 2013 were saved and analysed. Websites of companies providing B2B HR services were selected from all the results,
after rejecting repeated pages, documents, blogs, social networks, etc. The described procedure allowed to select 110 companies. The subject of the research was the content of selected websites. The websites of all 110 companies were analysed for information on the use of psychological tests at stages before and after employment.

Due to the differences in the scope of information provided on the retrieved pages, according to the coding procedure described in the literature on methodology of scientific research [19], the sample was divided into four groups: Group A, consists of the websites of companies that specify which tests they use, Group B, consists of websites on which information is given, what characteristics and competencies are measured by tests without naming them, Group C, is the companies that mention psychological tests as a tool of their trade without specifying what areas they examine, Group D, is the companies from the population that do not mention tests on their website.

The general comparison of the proportion of companies depending on the information on tests presented on the website of selected companies is illustrated by the graph:
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**Fig. 1** The division of organizations due to information on the website on the use of psychological tests

The information obtained from websites of companies from group A was a subject to further analysis the psychological tests in the companies’ offer were collected and counted.

VI. RESEARCH RESULTS

In total 57 different tests are listed by companies as a tool used as part of their services. Organisations in the population of companies dealing with consulting in the field of human resource management as well as recruitment and selection processes, which have websites, in at least 95% of the cases use psychological tests.

The tests used by the largest number of companies are: 27 tests are only used by one of the surveyed companies. Other tests had 2 or 3 indications. Tests with the highest number of indications are the DISC, Thomas and Hogan. Given the number of indications in the study of both primary and shortened versions, the NEO test has a total of 10 indications, most of all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of indications</th>
<th>Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 indications</td>
<td>DISC, Thomas, Hogan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 indications</td>
<td>NEO FF, NEO PI R, MBTI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 indications</td>
<td>XT, SHL, Insight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 indications</td>
<td>Raven</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The popularity of the NEO test may be due to several reasons. Firstly, as the study indicates, in their practice, diagnosticians use most of these tests, which they learn in the course of their studies [9]. Most degree courses in psychology in Poland include the NEO; the other tests most frequently mentioned in the survey are not present there. Secondly, the reputation of the test as well as its scientific basis – the Big Five model–have their strong position in psychology. Questionnaires are investigating five ‘super factors’ are one of the most commonly used tools for assessment in the world [20]. The NEO tests many times, in different cultures [21] showed a high psychometric performance on various samples [22]-[24]. There are many scientific publications describing research proving the high accuracy and reliability of the NEO tests, while it is difficult to find independent studies on the remaining four tests. The explanation for the popularity of other tools (DISC, Thomas, Hogan and MBTI) may be their descriptiveness and the fact that they do not require psychological education. The NEO tests, adapted and distributed by the Polish Psychological Association (PPA), are only available for psychologists, and not in every company using psychometric tools a psychologist is employed. Admittedly, a license purchase for tests such as DISC requires undergoing a short training, which, like the tests themselves, is relatively expensive, their cost is several times higher than the cost of tests sold by PPA; however, an employee of any education may be seconded to this assignment, which makes the tests more available. These tests include descriptions of traits based on the results; software generates a report on the profile of the examined person. They do not require a deep analysis of the results of the individual scales and their interpretation, as opposed to C level tests.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Companies through psychological tests look for similar information on the personality of employees. The most popular of tests (from the NEO group as well as DISC, MBTI and Hogan and Thomas tools) provide knowledge of employees in relation to such features as: communication skills, adaptability, ambition, sociability, interpersonal sensitivity, regularity, curiosity and openness to knowledge and experience, agreeableness and conscientiousness as well as on the potential of employees and their strengths and
limitations. The tools also allow the identification of styles of behaviour, characteristics that occur during social interactions and the measurement of the ability and speed of learning [25].

The path worth proceeding further research is the motivation to use psychological tests as well as barriers that accompany drawing on this source of knowledge about an employee. Because the studies presented here were carried out by analysis of Internet content it seems valuable to verify the results with more traditional research methods.
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